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There are numerous benefits to hosting a corporate event. Amemorable

corporate event can help to create local and regional awareness of your

business, broaden and diversify your customer base, create

inter-business relationships between employees and generate interest

inmutually beneficial business relationships with other companies.

Hosting a corporate event however, can be a stressful and

time-consuming process, which if handled incompetently can have an

adverse effect on your overall aims. Here are some simple tips which

will help you to ensure your corporate event is a success.

Choose a goal and stick to it

Decide in advance what your overall aim is when planning your

corporate event. Are you looking to attract media attention? Expand

upon your list of clients? Launch a new product? Establish links with

new businesses, or reinforce existing ones? Create customer awareness

of your business?Or simply sell products/services at the event?

No doubt, you may have a multitude of different goals, but in order to

ensure your aims are not too diffuse, you should focus on one primary

goal, and set a few others as secondary goals. Make sure your goals are

SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Timed);
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following SMART will ensure that the success of your event can be

quantified properly, allowing you to determine what you did right, and

what you may have done wrong, which will provide useful information

for planning future events.

Know howbig you want your event to be

Working out the size of your event is one of the first things to bear in

mind. Are you looking for a big event, with hundreds in attendance in a

large, catered venue? Or can you accomplish the same goals with a

smaller, shorter event?

A large event will usually have catering, entertainment, guest speakers,

workshops, and in some cases, accommodation provided. If you’ve never

hosted an event before, it’s wise to start out small and expand as your

experience grows; a simply business meeting which lasts for a few hours

may be the best place to start. When you get on to larger events,

consider the venue, and whether they’ve catered to similar events

before.

Make sure you know the benefits of attending your event

Never assume that your potential attendees will automatically know

the benefits of attending. You need to know and be able to easily

explain how your attendees will benefit from getting involved in your

corporate event. What will they learn? Who will they meet? Will the
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event be catered? Will there be transport to and from the event? Will

there be overnight accommodation? What will happen at the event

specifically?Will there be any guest speakers?

Attendees will be hesitant to attend an event when it isn’t clear how

long the event will last for and what will occur, make sure you can sell

it to your attendees effectively.

Consider creating a promotional video for your event

It’s quite amazing what can be achieved with some simple camerawork

and a royalty-free music clip. A short and sweet promotional video

which can be circulated via email and social media will help to

generate interest in your event, and provide a hook for attendees.

Use websites which cater you’re your event

There are many sites such as lanyrd.com and meetup.com which you

can use to effectively market your event. This can not only generate

interest from potential attendees, but also attract sponsors and other

businesses whichmay be interested in finding out a bit more about your

company.

Give your event a striking brand image

A memorable logo, striking tagline and punchy name for your event

helps to generate buzz for your event, and increase its potential to stick
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in the memory of those who may wish to attend. Use the same logo,

tagline, name, font and colour theme for all of your promotional

material to help perpetuate the event branding.

Get the timing right

Timing is essential when planning events. Make sure holidays, annual

community events, and other business events are not competing for

attendance. Make sure your event is not hosted too close to the

Christmas or summer holiday period, as this will likely reduce numbers

significantly.

Make sure you plan ahead, the earlier you start planning, the more

time you have to prepare. This will allow you to get a good idea of the

number of attendees. You will also benefit from earlybird offers from

venues and caterers.

Choose the right team tomanage the event

One of the biggest problems that corporate event planners often face is

understaffing. Make sure you more than enough staff to cope with the

event proceedings, ensure the chain of command and management

structure is airtight and capable of dealing with any unexpected

problems. Problems such as too many attendees, not enough tables,

chairs, food and drink can often cause spiralling problems which can

lead to stress. Ensure you have all the resources at your disposal, along
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with a dynamic team ready to deal with any problems that may arise,

and remember, if youwant something done right, do it yourself!

Set a budget for your event

When planning for your corporate event, make sure you overestimate

expenses in order to provide a buffer should unexpected additional

costs crop up. Costs need to be strictly managed and negotiated; try to

get the best deal from all catering companies, venues and transport

providers. If you go over-budget, have a backup plan for how you will

generate additional funds of recuperate losses.

Seek a sponsor to help reduce the costs; sponsors may provide alcohol

and refreshments free of charge, so ensure you take advantage of

sponsorship and treat themwith respect and courtesy when they arrive.

Underestimate the number of attendees to ensure that sponsors are

pleasantly surprised, and you are not left with an unexpectedly low

turnout.

Sell tickets to your event in advance in order to ensure you are not

gambling on attendees showing up, and have some capital to work with

before the event begins.

Donate some of the proceeds to charity

Supporting a charitable cause will help to generate interest in your

event and also help noble causes. Charitability is considered a highly
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amicable quality in business, and will help to improve your company

image and improve event attendance.

Measure success after the event

Ultimately, the aim of your event needs to be measured in order to

determine its overall success. Ensure you have captured email

addresses, phone numbers and business cards so that you can contact

customers and corporate attendees after the event to thank them, ask

for feedback, offer them an invitation to the next event, or offer them a

free sample or discount on your products.

Keep an eye on how many products/services were sold at the event,

and keep an eye on the impact the event has on sales over the next few

months. It could be that your target market has changed, broadened or

diversified as a result of your event.

Also look out for follow up buzz on social media regarding your event,

and use this to decidewhat worked andwhat didn’t for the next event.


